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Abstract

Analysis and monitoring of system logs such as transaction logs and access logs is important for various objectives including trend discovery, update effort determination, and malicious behavior monitoring. However, it is not always an easy task because these logs may be massive, consisting of millions of records containing tens of variables, and therefore it may be difficult or time-consuming to discover significant knowledge. This paper presents a visual analytics tool which enables us to effectively observe system logs. The tool recommends variables that can reveal interesting discoveries and provides feature-based filtering that selects meaningful items from the visualization results. This paper also presents the result of experiments for non-professional users.

1 Introduction

Time-varying and multi-variate data visualization are active research topics in information visualization and visual analytics. These two topics mostly developed independently in their early years; however, the visualization of time-varying multi-variate datasets has become an active research topic as of late.

This paper focuses on visualization of system logs. Many system log files have enormous numbers of records that contain various attributes. For example, records of credit card transaction logs contain attributes such as card ID, shop ID, item name, date and time, and pricing. Web access logs contain IP addresses, URLs of the accessed pages, dates and times, status codes, and referer URLs. We can treat the logs containing various attributes as time-varying multi-variate datasets, and expect to obtain fruitful knowledge by observing the time-varying changes of the attributes. Visual analytics techniques for time-varying multi-variate datasets are useful for this purpose.

During the initial trial of visualization of system logs, we discussed the following issues:

Necessity of variable recommendation: As mentioned above, system logs usually contain tens of attributes. It is often messy to look at the visualization results of all attributes at once, and therefore it is useful if visual analytics tools automatically suggest attributes valuable to visualize.

Necessity of feature-based filtering: In our experience, large portions of system log datasets are noisy or trivial, and therefore we would like to selectively visualize meaningful or fruitful portions of the datasets. It is useful if noisy, meaningless, or trivial portions are interactively filtered from the visualization results.

This paper presents a visual analytics tool for system logs. The tool does not visualize all attributes (also called “variables” in this paper) in a single display space, but displays the time-varying change of statistics of a user-selected attribute. The tool features a heatmap-based display of statistics of system logs, by dividing the drawing space into a grid, assigning a temporal variable to the X-axis, and another variable to the Y-axis, and coloring the grid-subspaces according to the numbers of corresponding records. We preferred to implement a heatmap rather than polyline-based representation, because a heatmap does not cause cluttering problems even with large-scale data.

The presented tool features “variable recommendation” and “feature-based filtering”. The variable recommendation technique calculates multiple scores which denote the importance of the variables. When a user selects one of the scores, the tool colors the button for interactive selection of variables according to the scores. Users can visually recognize the recommendation levels of the variables. The feature-based filtering technique displays smaller numbers of data items to improve the visual comprehensiveness. The technique provides two types of feature-based filtering: sorting and clustering. The sorting-based filtering technique calculates scores of each data item according to their importance, and sorts the data items by the scores. Users can interactively control the number of data items to be displayed, so that only important data items are visualized. The clustering-based filtering technique divides the data items according to their temporal patterns, and displays representative data items in the clusters. Users can visually discover interesting data items from the feature-based filtering result, and can interactively select one of the representative data items to display all the data.
items of the interested cluster.

This paper presents examples of visual analytics with real system logs of credit card transactions and Web accesses, and demonstrates what kinds of interesting trends can be interactively discovered. This paper also presents the result of experiment for non-professional users to examine the efficiency of the proposed visual analytics tool.

2 Related Work
The visual analytics tool presented in this paper is technically similar to multi-variate and time-varying data visualization techniques in the literature. Also, there have been several systems on visualization of transactions and Web access logs. This section introduces related work in the area of visualization techniques and systems.

2.1 Multi-variate Data Visualization
There have been variety of multi-variate visualization techniques. Non-time-varying multi-variate datasets can be effectively visualized in a single display space, by applying Parallel Coordinates [8] or Scatterplot-Matrices. Dimension analysis techniques have been applied to these visualization techniques, to determine meaningfull orders of dimensions for Parallel Coordinates, or to select meaningfull pairs of dimensions for Scatter Plots. Dimension reduction techniques have also been applied to obtain effective Scatter Plots. Miguit et al. [14] presented a technique for visualization of dimensional dissimilarities, which is useful for dimensional analysis assisting decision makings.


Compared with the above techniques, the presented visual analytics tool focuses on temporal change of multi-dimensional datasets, by featuring dimension recommendation and feature-based filtering with various criteria.

2.2 Time-varying Data Visualization

2.2.1 Representation of Time-varying Data
Polyline is the most common representation for time-varying data in our daily life. However, a polyline-based representation has two drawbacks: 1) cluttering among large number of polylines in a single display space, and 2) utilizing less display space when the numeric distribution is unbalanced. While several polyline-based techniques [21] were improved to solve the above problems, other representations including heatmaps have been applied to many time-varying data visualization techniques. Also, clustering of time-varying data is also effective to sample large-scale datasets. Other representations for time-varying data visualization include 3D histogram [11], spiral representation for periodicity analysis [22], lines of painted polylines such as ThemeRiver [6], and Two-Tone Pseudo coloring [18]. Heatmap-based representation has been also applied to various time-varying data visualization techniques, as well as the technique presented in this paper. We think heatmap has advantages over other representations from the standpoint of cluttering reduction and display space utilization for overviews. Imoto et al. presented a technique that extracts interesting portions of time-varying data on a heatmap [7]. Ziegler et al. [24] also presented a heatmap-based technique applying Pixel Bar Charts[10].

2.2.2 Summarization of Time-varying Data

We think there are two approaches for summarization in information visualization: numeric approaches such as clustering and sampling, and visual approaches such as focus+context techniques, including fisheye views. Clustering is useful for various goals in time-varying data visualization. Uchida et al. [21] presented a level-of-detail control technique for polyline-based time-varying data visualization, which selectively displays the preferable number of representative polylines when applying a clustering algorithm. Ziegler et al. [24] presented a technique for comparative visualization of multiple time-varying datasets by applying the common clustering algorithm to multiple datasets. Focus+context techniques are also useful for time-varying data visualization. For example, CloudLines [12] represents real-time time-varying datasets while shrinking older portions of the datasets.

The visual analytics tool presented in this paper realizes feature-based filtering by applying sorting and clustering. We believe these mechanisms are sufficient for the purpose of system log visualization, but we are interested in implementing focus+context techniques in a future work.

2.3 System Log Visualization

Credit card transactions are one of the applications of the visual analytics tool presented in this paper. This has been an active research topic in the data mining field [3], which aims to discover interesting trends or malicious be-
haviors. Several visualization techniques for transactions have been also presented. WireVis [2] is a coordinated-view system of heatmap, polyline charts, pie charts, and search results, which are applied to visualize transaction data. The heatmap featured by WireVis is one of the most relevant techniques to ours. However, it does not support variable recommendation, while ours supports variable recommendation as introduced in Section 3.3.

Since general transaction datasets contain large numbers of attributes, several techniques featured recommendation of meaningful sets of attributes to be visualized [15, 17]. Compared with such techniques for visualization of credit card fraud detection results, the presented visual analytics tool fixes the variable assigned to the X-axis to time, which makes attribute recommendation simpler. The paper presents a coordinated-view with the scatter plot based visualization [17]; WireVis has similar contributions.

Visualization of Web access logs is an active research topic since it is useful for improving the design and link structure of Web sites. Statistics of Web accesses [23] or access patterns [9, 16] have been mapped onto the link or hierarchy structure of Web sites. The technique presented in this paper is applied to visualize time-varying change of Web accesses, in contrast to these other techniques that do not focus on time.

3 Visual Analytics Tool

This section presents a visual analytics tool which realizes overview and feature-based filtering of system logs. We targeted support for credit card transaction logs and Web access logs as system logs while developing the tool. The tool provides interactive mechanisms to aggregate records of the system logs, displaying the results on demand. It provides the three features, 1) overview of time-varying numeric features, 2) recommendation of variables to be assigned to the Y-axis of the display space, and 3) feature-based filtering of visualization results, as the interactive data exploration mechanisms. These three features are freely combined. For example, users gain an overview of the data after assigning the recommended variables to the Y-axis, then summarize the visualization result, and filter unnecessary portions of the datasets. Users can select effective variables to assign to the Y-axis for the filtered datasets, then filter outlier portions of the datasets, and finally summarize the result again. The flexible combination of the features of this tool enables users to quickly discover interesting or important trends in the datasets.

3.1 Supposed System Logs

This paper defines a system log as a file containing a large number of records corresponding to the lines, and a record as a set of predefined variables. We applied the following two system logs to the presented visual analytics tool. The credit card transaction logs we used in this work contain 40 variables including date, day of the week, time, card ID, item code, shop ID, nation ID, price, fraud type, and so on. Fraud type refers to the falsification, theft, loss, or plagiarism of a card ID. The web access logs we used in this work are based on the Apache format, which contains variables including IP address of the browser, user name, date, time, URL, protocol version, status code, transferred bytes, referer URL, and user agent. Our implementation removes records of accesses to content files (mainly images and sounds) as a preprocess.

3.2 Overview of the Time-varying Features

The presented tool represents system logs as a heatmap, by assigning a temporal variable to the X-axis, and another variable to the Y-axis. It displays the datasets avoiding cluttering and effectively utilizing the display space because it uses a heatmap. The tool does not represent every variable in a single display space, but just time-varying features of one variable. We suppose that users analyze the system logs by manually switching the variables to be assigned to X- and Y-axes. Also, our implementation supports a coordinate view mechanism with another multivariate visualization technique that extracts user-specified portions of datasets and passes them to the other visualization component. This technique assists users in understanding multi-variate trends and phenomena of the datasets. Figure 6(c) is an example of the coordinate view mechanism, in which a specified portion of the dataset is delivered to a scatter plot component.

The variables of the system logs may contain both ordinal and nominal values. Ordinal variables (including temporal variables, prices, transferred bytes, and so on) are divided into predefined intervals. Nominal values are enumerated when system log files are opened.

Figure 1 denotes the processing flow and term definition of the presented visual analytics tool. The tool supposes that input system logs consist of records containing predefined numbers of variables. It divides the X- and Y-axes according to the number of intervals of ordinal values or the number of enumerated nominal values, generating a lattice there. This section calls the intervals of ordinal values or enumerated nominal values “items”. Each rectangular subspace of the lattice is colored according to the number of corresponding records. This section calls the number of the record the “amount”.

Figure 2 shows an example of the overview of a system log file. Warmer colors (e.g. red or orange) are assigned when the amount is relatively large, otherwise cooler colors (e.g. blue or green) are assigned. The tool also provides a GUI panel featuring buttons for the selection of variables to be assigned to the Y-axis. Colors of labels denote the recommendation level of the variables: Deeply colored variables are highly recommended to be assigned to the Y-axis.
The tool features a filtering mechanism based on particular values of the variables. When a user specifies interesting values in the user interface, the tool aggregates the records corresponding to the specified values. The tool provides two kinds of user interactions for filtering: mouse click and keyboard input operation. The tool allows users to specify values of any variables, not limited to the variables which are assigned to X- and Y-axes.

The tool also features an outlier detection mechanism. It can selectively display only outlier items or non-outlier items while recalculating the colors. Also, it can display both outlier and non-outlier items while painting outlier portions by a particular color (pink in our implementation). The mechanism applies an outlier test that calculates $\tau_1$ by dividing the deviation of a sample $x_1$ by the unbiased standard deviation $\sigma$, as the following equation:

$$\tau_1 = (x_1 - \mu)/\sigma$$

(1)

where $\mu$ is a user-defined constant value which can be set as 2.0, 4.0, or 6.0 by a user interface of our implementation.

In addition to the above filtering mechanisms, the tool features zooming, details on demand, and color adjustment functions. Users can freely zoom or shift the heatmap. They can obtain detailed information, including the value of a variable, and the amount, by clicking the rectangular subspace of the heatmap. Also, they can adjust the brightness of the heatmap by operating a slider, so that they can obtain a preferable distribution of colors.

### 3.3 Variable Recommendation

As above-mentioned, the presented tool visualizes system logs by assigning an arbitrary variable to the Y-axis. The effectiveness of the visualization results therefore strongly depends on the variable selection. This tool features a variable recommendation mechanism which suggests variables that contain meaningful numeric features.

Our implementation of the variable recommendation mechanism applies the following five criteria for the variable recommendation: (r1) maximum amount in the whole dataset, (r2) average of maximum amount in the items (r3) maximum of total amount in the items, (r4) lowness of entropy of amount, and (r5) highness of entropy of amount.

Selecting one of the above five criteria, our implementation evaluates all the variables and displays the evaluation result by the brightness of the colors of the button corresponding to the variables, as shown in Figure 2 (right). This user interface is intuitive for users because they can subjectively select deeply colored variables. The following describes how to evaluate variables based on the five criteria.

**r1 maximum amount in the whole dataset:** Our implementation calculates the score $e_1$ by the following equation:

$$e_1 = (max_{whole} - ave_{whole})/ave_{whole}$$

(2)

where $max_{whole}$ is the maximum amount in the whole dataset, and $ave_{whole}$ is the average amount in the whole dataset. This criterion is effective to specify variables which contain extremely large amounts.

**r2 average of maximum amount in the items:** Our implementation calculates the score $e_2$ as the average of $e_{2all}$ by the following equation:

$$e_{2all} = (max_{item} - ave_{item})/ave_{item}$$

(3)

where $max_{item}$ is the maximum amount in an arbitrary item, and $ave_{item}$ is the average amount in the item. This criterion is effective to specify variables which contain many items with extremely large amounts.

**r3 maximum of total amount in the items:** Our implementation calculates the score $e_3$ by the following equation:

$$e_3 = (max_{item} - ave_{item})/ave_{item}$$

(4)

where $max_{item}$ is the maximum of the total amount in an arbitrary item, and $ave_{item}$ is the average of the total amount in the item. This criterion is effective to specify variables which contain items with constantly large amounts.
(r4) lowness of entropy of amount: Our implementation calculates the entropy $H$ by the following equation:

$$H = - \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \log_2 p_i$$  (5)

where $n$ is the number of items and $p_i$ is the possibility of the $i$-th item. The variable contains more randomness if $H$ is lower.

(r5) highness of entropy of amount: Our implementation uses the entropy $H$ as mentioned above. The variable is more uniform if $H$ is higher.

3.4 Feature-Based Filtering

There may be an enormous number of items in a variable. For example, we have seen tens of thousands of URLs or referer URLs in Web access logs. It is very difficult to visually recognize all the items if we display all of them as an overview. To solve this problem, this section presents feature-based filtering mechanisms that display fewer numbers of meaningful items, applying sort and clustering algorithms.

3.4.1 Sorting-based Filtering

Sorting-based filtering sorts the items in a variable assigned to the Y-axis, according to one of the following four criteria: (s1) the maximum amount in each of the items, (s2) the maximum increase of amount in each of the items, (s3) lowness of entropy of amount in each of the items, and (s4) highness of entropy of amount in each of the items.

Figure 3 shows examples of feature-based filtering, which display less than 1,000 of meaningful items selected from over 6,000 items.

(s1) The maximum amount in each of items

(s2) The maximum increase of amount in each of items

(s3) Lowness of entropy of amount in each of items

(s4) Highness of entropy of amount in each of items

Figure 3: Sorting-based Filtering

(s1) the maximum amount in each of the items: Figure 3(s1) shows an example that displays 88 items. The tool selected not only items that have consistently high amounts, but also items that have high amounts for short periods of time.

(s2) the maximum increase of amount in each of the items: Figure 3(s2) shows an example that displays 186 items. The tool preferentially selected items whose amounts are drastically increased.

(s3) lowness of entropy of amount in each of the items: Figure 3(s3) shows an example that displays 882 items. The tool preferentially selected items whose amounts are randomly varied (not constant).

(s4) highness of entropy of amount in each of the items: Figure 3(s4) shows an example that displays 189 items. The tool preferentially selected items whose amounts are relatively constant.

3.4.2 Clustering-based Filtering

Sorting-based filtering may sometimes fail to retain meaningful items. For example, meaningful items include those with cyclic peaks, but their amounts are not always preferentially retained by sorting-based filtering. Our tool provides clustering-based filtering as another solution. It divides the items in a variable into a predefined number of clusters based on the similarity of the items. Our current implementation applies the k-means clustering method to divide the items into 30 clusters.

Figure 4 shows an example of clustering-based filtering. Representative items are selected in each of the clusters and displayed as shown in Figure 4(1). This example displays various patterns of temporal amount variations, where some of them may be missed to remain by sorting-based filtering. When a user selects one of the clusters by pressing a button corresponding to a particular cluster, the tool displays all the items belonging to the selected cluster. Figure 4(2) is an example of 326 items belonging to the user-selected cluster indicated by a pink rectangle in Figure 4(1). This example shows that many of items had extremely higher amounts in a short period. Our implementation indicates the number of items belonging to each
cluster by the brightness of the button labels.

We preferred the k-means clustering method compared with hierarchical clustering techniques, because we wanted to fix the number of clusters due to user interface design matters, and we estimated that the k-means clustering method requires much less computation time than hierarchical clustering techniques for our datasets.

4 Use Cases

This section shows use cases of the visual analytics tool presented in the previous section, and demonstrates the effectiveness of the tool. The section firstly shows the visual analytics results of credit card transaction logs, including trend and fraud analysis. It then shows the visual analytics results of Web access logs, including analysis of overall trends, errors, and influences of updates. We implemented the presented visual analytics tool with JDK (Java Development Kit) 1.6.0, and executed it on Windows 7.

4.1 Trend and Fraud Analysis of Transactions

This section introduces examples of visualization results using a credit card transaction log.

4.1.1 Day-by-day Trend Analysis

Figure 5(a) shows the transactions, where the X-axis is divided by days, and the Y-axis denotes shop ID, which is the recommended variable by the criterion “(r3): maximum of total amount in the items”. This example shows that there are consistently many transactions in several shops in weekends or holidays, as indicated by two red circles in Figure 5(a). The example also denotes that transactions are periodically increased in several shops, as indicated by red arrows in Figure 5(a). We then applied clustering-based filtering and visualized the contents of a particular cluster, as shown in Figure 5(b). The figure indicates that the shops in this cluster had relatively much more transaction activity in the final weekend, as indicated by red arrows. This kind of trend can be easily discovered by using the variable recommendation and feature-based filtering of this tool.

Figure 5(c) draws both outlier and non-outlier items; the outlier items are in bright pink. The result denotes that shops which have larger maximum amounts have consistently large numbers of transactions, while other shops exhibit an extreme increase in transactions on particular days or weekends in the latter part of a month in this case. It is not easy to discover such trends from Figure 5(a), but we could easily discover them thanks to outlier detection and color recalculation.

4.1.2 Fraud Analysis by Variable Recommendation

The transaction logs we used in this work contain “fraud type”, which are recorded after frauds are proven. We extracted 740 transactions which have fraud types from the original dataset and visualized them for the fraud analysis.

Figure 6(a) (left) shows a visualization result which applied sorting-based filtering, where the X-axis is divided according to the day of the week, and the Y-axis is divided according to the item code, which is recommended by the criterion “(r4): lowness of entropy of amount”. Figure 6(a) (right) draws only non-outlier items while recalculating colors for the improvement of readability. We found several trends of fraud transactions from this visualization: foreign items (row 1) have constant transactions, appliance (row 2) and train tickets (row 3) are active on weekends, and mail-order (row 4) is active on weekdays. Figure 6(b) shows a visualization result after only transactions of appliance are extracted, where sorting-based filtering is then applied. Here, the X-axis is divided according to days, and Y-axis is divided according to shop IDs, recommended by the criterion “(r5): maximum of amount in the items”. This result denotes that many frauds are detected at a particular shop as indicated by a red thin rectangle in Figure 6(b). Moreover, we observed the shop indicated in Figure 6(b) by applying a scatter plot, as shown in Figure 6(c). We discovered that there falsified credit cards were often used on weekends, where amounts of most of transactions were around 100,000 Japanese yen. The result suggests that this particular shop was targeted or collaborated with malicious people who manufactured or used the falsified credit cards, and therefore the credit card fraud detection system may need to carefully observe this shop.

4.2 Trend and Error Analysis of Access Logs

This section introduces examples of visualization results of Web access logs of two Web servers. One of them (called “Web A”) is an access log of a Web server of a university laboratory, which contains Web pages of a professor and students. They introduce their research publications on the Web. The professor also provides various class materials with ID-password authentication. The other (called “Web B”) is an access log of a Web server of a computer science researcher, which provides free software, BBS for the support of the software, introduction and re-
view of restaurants, and Weblogs about computer science. Web B is relatively large and famous, and therefore Web B has more accesses.

4.2.1 Analysis of Appropriate Timing of Updates

Figure 7 is a visualization of the results of Web A. We extracted the URLs of one of the materials for the professor’s class. Figure 7(a) is a visualization result assigning days to the X-axis. From this result we found big peaks of the accesses in the beginning of semester, and weekly small peaks after the big peaks, while accesses were fewer during vacations. We also visualized by assigning time to the X-axis (where the left end denotes AM00:00, and day of the week to the Y-axis (where the lower end denotes Sunday, and the upper end denotes Saturday), as shown in Figure 7(b). We found that the material had relatively more accesses from Sunday evening to Monday morning, especially 23:00 to 24:00 on Sunday as shown in red in Figure 7(b). The class was opened in the morning on Monday, and therefore accesses were concentrated from Sunday evening to Monday morning. We concluded that the materials of this class should be updated until Sunday afternoon.

4.2.2 Error Analysis with Status Code 405

This section introduces accesses which had status code 405 (method not allowed), issued by servers to protect the systems from suspicious accesses.

Figure 8(a) shows a result, where the X-axis is divided according to month, and the Y-axis is divided according to the accessed URLs. We repeatedly observed a refused URL “/indonesia.htm” as indicated by a red rectangle (1). We could also observe three times of scan accesses to many URLs, which contained the extension “.asp”, in a short time as indicated by another red rectangle (2). We estimated these accesses were suspicious, because all the above URLs did not exist.

Figure 8(b) is another example, where the X-axis is divided according to month, and the Y-axis is divided according to header, recommended with the criterion “(r4): lowness of entropy of amount”. This result just displayed two headers PUT, and CONNECT, while other major headers such as GET or POST were not observed. We also visualized the same accesses by dividing the Y-axis according to versions and browsers, which were also recommended with the same criterion. Here we observed many of the accesses were from Microsoft Internet Explorer, which may be an attack targeting the Windows-specific weakness.

We extracted accesses which have status code 405 and header “CONNECT”, and visualized them by dividing the X-axis according to month, and the Y-axis according to accessed URLs, as shown in Figure 8(c). We selected particular URLs from this result, and visualized the corresponding accesses by dividing the Y-axis according to IP addresses of browsers. Consequently we found three IP addresses which are famous as crackers [25]. We concluded we might be better to block access from these IP addresses.

Figure 8(d) is a visualization of accesses which have header “PUT”, where the X-axis is divided according to month, and the Y-axis is divided according to URLs. The results looked similar to Figure 8(a), and again, the IP addresses of the browsers were famous attackers [25]. These results denote that accesses which had status code 405 contained suspicious accesses blocked by the Web server.

Figure 8(e) shows a visualization result of accesses of

years (November 2009 to September 2011).
Web B during 6 months (from April to September, 2010), which have status code 405, where the X-axis is divided according to date, and the Y-axis is divided according to accessed URLs, recommended with the criterion “r3): maximum of total amount in the items”. We found that less number of accesses had status code 405 on Web B, even though the total number of accesses of Web B was much more than that of Web A. Also, we found that most of URLs in Figure 8(e) were in existence, except the URL as indicated by a red circle in Figure 8(e). The exceptional URL was “/indonesia.htm”, which was very similar to “/indonesia.htm” observed in the access log of Web A and these accesses started at almost the same time; however, the number of accesses in Web B was much fewer and occurred during a shorter term compared with Web A.

To explore this fact, we extracted the accesses inside the red circle, assigning IP addresses to the Y-axis. Then we found that there were three IP addresses, and none of them were already reported attackers. Web B was running on a secure commercial Web server while Web A was just on a server of a university laboratory, and therefore it seemed that Web B might strongly block malicious accesses rather than Web A. That might bring the difference of visualization results between Web A and B.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of presented visual analytics tool, we performed user experiments for 14 students. The answerers do not have any special knowledge about the analysis of system logs. Before starting the tests, we explained all functionalities to the answerers. After that we asked the answerers to use presented tool visualizing the web access logs of Web A during one month (April, 2010).

We tested the effectiveness of two kinds of feature-based filtering by the questions which tests whether they can find some specific behaviors. At the same time we also asked some subjective evaluations about each functions or visual analytics tool as a whole.

5.1 Quantitative evaluation

We tested how two types of presented feature-based filtering help the users to obtain the meaningful analysis from the multi-variate time-series data.

5.1.1 Sorting-based Filtering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>not apply</th>
<th>apply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average of required time (sec)</td>
<td>78.62</td>
<td>28.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of correct answers</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Effectiveness of sorting-based filtering

We asked the subjects to assign days to the X-axis and URLs to the Y-axis, and find the URL which has the maximum day accesses in a whole month. Table 1 compares the required time and the number of people who found the correct answer with or without applying the sorting-based filtering. The average of required time applying sorting-based filtering was about a third of the time without applying sorting-based filtering. The number of people who could get correct answers was decreased. However we found that the people who answered wrong answers might have changed X-axis to day of the week by mistakes when applying sorting-based filtering. We think the users will not repeat such mistakes when the users get used to the tool. 13 subjects said that they found it easier to discover such URLs when they applied the sorting-based filtering, and just 1 subject said that it may take a long time to get used to understand how to use the sorting-based clustering.

5.1.2 Clustering-based Filtering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>not apply</th>
<th>apply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average of required time (sec)</td>
<td>.948</td>
<td>10.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average of precision (%)</td>
<td>97.61</td>
<td>88.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average of recall (%)</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>78.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Effectiveness of clustering-based filtering

Next, we asked the subjects to assign days to the X-axis and IP addresses to the Y-axis, and find the IP addresses which have sudden rise of accesses on 23rd, April, above 80 times. They were three IP addresses which have such behaviors so we treated them as correct answers. Table 2 compares the required time and the average of precision and recall of the answers. The average of required time applying the clustering-based filtering was about a quarter of time without applying the clustering-based filtering. The precision and recall decrease after applying clustering. Actually, 3 subjects could increase their precision and recall to 100% after applying clustering-based filtering. However another 3 subjects found wrong clusters and consequently decreased their precision and recall. This is because that even though 11 subjects could find the correct cluster which contains several IP addresses which have sudden rise of accesses on 23rd, April, these 3 subjects found the wrong cluster whose representative IP address had the maximum access (74 accesses) on that day among all 30 representatives. On the other hand, the representative of the right cluster had of course the peak on that day but that was only 45 accesses. In fact the IP addresses contained in wrong cluster had peak on another day, but they did not understand the feature of clustering. This evaluation result suggests that we might have better to improve the choice of representative of each cluster. One of the subjects suggested that she wanted to know the common features of each cluster by a explicit way.

5.2 Subjective evaluation

We conducted a subjective evaluation of both each functionalities and the tool as a whole. We asked the subjects
to answer the helpfulness on a scale of one to five. Table 3 shows the average rates of all subjects. We also asked to write the reason of the evaluation as free comments. We summarizes their comments and suggestions.

- The tool have a lot of functionalities which is useful to observe multi-variate time-series from various perspectives.
- It was difficult to master how to use this tool.
- Sorting-based filtering is useful because it can reduce the number of drawn items and draw the items which has maximum occurrence at the top of the drawing space.
- Clustering-based filtering is useful because it can observe overview of enormous data.
- It would be more useful if the users can adjust the number of clusters because sometimes the items which satisfy requirement may belong multiple clusters.
- Variable recommendation is useful but sometimes I cannot understand the reason of recommendation.
- It would be more useful if the items which has similar tendency of outliers occurrence would be drawn nearby each others.

We could get substantially high rate except variable recommendation. For variable recommendation, the user said the criteria (r1) maximum amount in the whole dataset, (r2) average of maximum amount in the items and (r3) maximum of total amount in the items got relatively highly acclaimed, but others: (r4) lowness of entropy and (r5) highness of entropy got bad grade. The subjects claimed that sometimes same attribute was recommended both (r4) and (r5); we may need to adjust the threshold for recommendation using entropies.

### 5.3 Discussion

We obtained many ideas of our future work from the user experiments. From the evaluation by the user experiments, we could find the effectiveness in an aspect of analysis time by two types of feature-based filtering. The presented visual analytics tool supposed the users to practice their analysis skill using the tool for their daily work; in other words, it does not suppose them to understand the usage of tools in such a short time like the user experiments introduced in this paper. We assume that several mistakes the users made this time will not occur when they get used to this tools after a certain time of training.

We obtained relatively good evaluation for feature-based filtering which we prepared several fixed tasks through the user experiments, and on the other hand we obtained relatively lower grade for evaluation of variable recommendation and outlier detection which we did not prepare fixed tasks. The result might be not the same as this time, if we demonstrated the example of effectiveness of variable recommendation and outlier detection. As a future work, we would like to conduct more detailed user tasks including demonstration of the sequence of tendency discoveries.

### 6 Conclusion

This paper presented a heatmap-based visual analytics tool for system logs including credit card transaction logs and Web access logs. The tool adopts a feature-based filtering technique to display fewer numbers of data items for improving user comprehension. It also features a variable recommendation technique, which allows the user to select variables that bring fruitful visualization results easily. The paper presented examples of visual analytics with real credit card transaction logs and Web access logs, and demonstrated what kinds of knowledge could be visually and interactively discovered. The paper also introduced the results of user experiments as evaluation.

In the future, we would like to add several features to the presented tool, such as logical operations for filtering unnecessary data items, and more sophisticated clustering and pattern recognition schemes for time-varying data. Also, we think it is important to automatically select meaningful criteria for variable recommendation (r1 to r5 in Section 3.3) and sorting-based filtering (s1 to s4 in Section 3.4). We then would like to experiment with larger datasets, and other kinds of system log datasets in addition to transactions and Web accesses.
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